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CJ Shifflett is 29 years old, unemployed, and living in his mother’s basement. He has a BA in Philosophy
from a 2nd-tier state university. When his great-grandmother dies, they go to her funeral at their estranged
family's historic mansion in Richmond. There, Chance discovers a legacy left for him -- the secret of his
Civil War-era ancestor's adventures on the planet Mars, and a way to get there! For a skinny, weak, bookish
young man to land on a planet full of dangerous aliens haunting ruined cities, where every man considers
himself a warrior, nothing is as likely for Chance as a painful death delivered swiftly. But it's the most
amazing opportunity of anyone's life, to be asked to explore a world unknown where flying boats shuttle
between ancient metropolises, where a man can live by the sword and rise to become Emperor of the entire
planet. It's a chance to finally start living, even if it means dying. Chance goes. Maybe something of his
ancestor John Byrd resides in Chance after all. His quick thinking, incisiveness, and knack for narrow
escapes make up for his lack of swordsmanship. Of course, at one-third of Earth's gravity Chance is strong
and quick, capable of great leaps -- and it doesn't hurt that he's not shy about using his radium pistol.
Imprisoned and exiled, challenged to survive both the ritual of the duel and the chaos of battle, Chance
makes friends and enemies and even rescues a princess. Along the way, he'll discover why Viking didn't tell
us the truth about the red planet, and what's really going on in our solar system. SMARTASS OF MARS is
“postmodern” sword-and-planet fiction, not parody but homage, a tribute to Burroughs, Brackett, Klein,
Howard, and even Farmer and Norman that isn’t just another museum-piece pastiche. I turned genre
conventions on their heads while striving to stay true to the spirit of the classics. I flouted current
conventions to get to the heart of what these stories should be. Men are men and women are women.
Princesses still need saving. Aliens are mostly unfriendly. People from the 19th century are casually racist.
It's Men's Adventure for the Internet Male. Before the modern era, Mars was a place where a man could truly
be a man. In 2015, it’s a place where you learn how to be a man, or you die.
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From reader reviews:

Amy Medina:

The book Smartass of Mars give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable far more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem
together with your subject. If you can make examining a book Smartass of Mars to be your habit, you can get
a lot more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all
subjects. You could know everything if you like available and read a publication Smartass of Mars. Kinds of
book are several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think about
this e-book?

Nora Carter:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information today can get by anyone at everywhere. The
information can be a expertise or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider while those
information which is in the former life are hard to be find than now's taking seriously which one is
appropriate to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable resource
then you have it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities
will not happen throughout you if you take Smartass of Mars as your daily resource information.

Amanda Mathis:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their reader with their story as
well as their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the books. But also they write about advantage
about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their proficiency in
writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to the book. One of them is this Smartass of
Mars.

Cecilia Moore:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside along with friends, fun activity having family or
just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by looking at a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book can definitely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It all
right you can have the e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Smartass of Mars
which is obtaining the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's see.
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